While the GP equation or perturbation theory (e.g. Bogoliubov excitations) can often used to describe the dynamics of macroscopic quantum gases of bosons, experimental situations where these are inaccurate are now common. BEC collisions are an example of this -the scattered atoms can build up sufficient phase-space density (one or more particles per mode) to stimulate coherent scattering out of the condensate into localised 'phase-grains' while remaining dephased from the main condensate and other phase-grains.
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We have found that the positive-P numerical simulation method can be applied tractably, and in a largely 'black-box' fashion, to a variety of macroscopic cold bosonic quantum gases -among them BEC collisions. This has allowed the calculation of detailed observable quantities in a macroscopic model directly from the Hamiltonian without the need to roll out the complicated theoretical machinery of various approximations or perturbation theory.
We consider the collision of two pure 23Na BECs, with a similar design to a recent experiment at MIT[1], and also qualitatively similar to correlation experiments with He* by C.I. Westbrook. Two condensate clouds from a 20 x 80 x 80 Hz trap containing 7.5 x 104 atoms each and initially superimposed, collide at a relative velocity of -20 mm/s. From the two-body interacting Hamiltonian 
